Disability, Activity, Aging, Autonomy and the Environment (HAVAE)

Clinical and environmental determinisms of loss of autonomy
Modelling the impact of domotic (automation) solutions and physical activity
Loss of autonomy:
- progressive related to aging and to polypathology
- and brutal related to acute pathology
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Autonomy breakdown is due to an imbalance between the activities that subjects should or would like to carry out (home assessment of the activity under ecological conditions) and their functional capacities (looking for person-specific functional frailty markers that impact activity).

Our project is unique as we assess subjects under real conditions in their homes with the aim of providing the most relevant solutions to prevent autonomy breakdown. If we refer to the International Classification on Functioning, Disability and Health (CIF, WHO 2003), our home-based intervention falls under environmental factors and participation, whereas very often studies only assess deficiency and activity aspects.

We address the issue by focusing on 2 complementary areas that interact with physical activity:

1st area: assessing the effects of physical activity on maintaining autonomy.
2nd area: assessing the effectiveness of information and communication technologies on helping individuals remain at home and on patients’ level of physical activity.

The different research work carried out in the two areas addresses the 3 following aspects:

- the respective place of person-specific functional frailty markers and impact on activity and involvement and research for new markers
- at-home assessment of the activity under ecological conditions
- implementing actions for the individual (that are directly related to the two aforementioned points).
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